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92 pts, Jane Anson
« This is fruit-forward, with raspberry and redcurrant notes and a beautiful
smoky edge. 2013 was the most challenging vintage of recent years, and
yet this is gulpable stuff. It’s extremely good for the year, helped by the
complexity of the vineyard. Although the limestone plateau found it
tough to ripen, the south-facing slopes were warmer and therefore the
grapes for this wine were largely drawn from there. It was also helped by
the fact that behind the scenes they were working on the creation of a
second wine - the first commercial release of which was 2014 - allowing
for greater selection in the grand vin at this point. »

92 pts, James Suckling
« Fresh and bright with raspberry, chalk and stone aromas and flavors.
Medium body, fine tannins and a fresh and clean finish. Great surprise.
Delicious already. »

94 pts, Roger Voss
« With ripe, spicy fruit, this is a concentrated, dense wine. It has young,
firm tannins that are beginning to integrate with the juicy black fruits
and fine, perfumed acidity. This is a serious wine, showing how well
this estate is developing even in a difficult year. Drink this from 2022. »

93 pts, James Molesworth
« Bright, with damson plum, cherry pit and blood orange notes that are
slightly crunchy along the edges, as perky acidity drives underneath. The
finish picks up rooibos tea and perfumy floral notes before the chalky
minerality strides in at the very end, giving this a slightly austere finish.
A terrific effort in the vintage.—Non-blind Bélair-Monange vertical
(December 2016). Best from 2018 through 2028. »
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